
Hi Ladies, 
  

Hopefully you are getting as excited about the Fabric Collage class 
coming up as I am!  If you haven't already gotten your fabric - time 
to start looking.  When you do get your fabric - DO NOT WASH 
IT!  It is suppose to be washed after quilting and shrunk a bit.  If 
the colors are very bright and you want to keep the colors - you 
don't have to wash it at all! 
  

Fabrics - look for fabrics with a large motif on them.  You will 
need a central theme - like people, animals or objects.  Then you will 
need a second fabric to cut out to accentuate the main motif.  Also 
needed are several background fabrics.  Depending on size of quilt - 
you will need 3-5 background fabrics.   Of course all color 
coordinated!  I suggest doing a smaller quilt to begin with - and not 
a wall covering size quilt.  Main fabrics - about 1/2 yard (so you get 
the full repeat of pattern), backgrounds - about 1/4 yard each.  So 
you can make a quilt with about 1 & 1/2 to 2 yards of fabric! 
  

I like to think of a theme and make it look like an abstract picture.  
ie - the Chinese cranes I made it look like a cliff to the side of a 
pool with the birds flying through a stormy sky.   Another idea was 
African women coming out of yellow lilies with a night sky, waterfall 
and pond.  You need to make sure the fabric is distinct and not 
overlapping so much you don't have a full picture.   The quilt really 
designs themselves.   
  

Once you have the fabrics - cut cut before class.  I put the cut outs 
in a file folder to keep them from wrinkling.  Cut out leaving an 1/8 
inch edge around the border of the design.  If it's not exact - 
that's fine.  I use the small Fiskar scissors that are pointed and the 
spring loaded for ease on my hands! 
  

We will spend the morning designing our quilts.  I will bring my stash 
of fabrics - if anyone else has a stash they would like to bring, we 



can share (or buy if larger pieces) from one another.  Then in the 
afternoon - we will start quilting.  Again - I'll bring my stash of 
threads to share - if anyone else has thread to share - we will have 
a variety of colors to choose from.  I like the polyester shiny 
threads - or of course - I love the silver and gold from Bob's 
Superior thread.  Bring a lunch - but if we need to head over to a 
fabric store during lunch time - a group of us can go over for more 
fabrics!  Hopefully we will have enough to share and buy off each 
other. 
  

LIST OF SUPPLIES: 
  

-  Bring your sewing machine.  If you have a sewing table with your 
machine the thread doesn't break as much! 
- I'll bring an iron in case fabric needs to be ironed - but you can 
pre-iron your fabrics 

- Thread - your stash of pretty threads 

- Needles - quilting needles.  Size 9 or 11 - I find the smaller size 
works a bit better. 
- Fabrics - additional stash (you'll never knows what works!) 
- Batting - cotton batting  
- Muslin - enough to lay the design out on – do not prewash 

- Backing fabric - you can use muslin or you can use a fabric to 
coordinate with the front.  If there is a design on the backing 
fabric - you can hide quilting errors! 
- duct tape - for assembly 

- Quilt Basting Spray.  June Tailor from Walmart works just fine 
and it's less expensive than quilting stores, or Hobby Lobby.  Do not 
use the spray adhesive for paper - it's not strong enough and this 
one washes out. 
- glue sticks - we glue the quilts together before quilting 

- a few pins (don't need many!) 



- for washing at home - Color Catcher.  Woolite or Shout makes 
them to keep your fabrics from bleeding on each other and keeps 
colors more vibrant. 
- lunch  
- sense of humor and adventure!  These quilts are very easy and 
forgiving!  So - let's have some fun! 
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